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Come to the OLRA Annual General Meeting and Art Show!
May 22nd 2016
Art Show from 9am-3pm with a break for the AGM 10am-12noon
Foley Community Centre, 60 Rankin Lake Road

Guest Speaker:

Glenda Clayton, Species at Risk Coordinator,
for the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve

Invited Guests:

Bruce Gibbon
— Mayor, Seguin Township
Dale Graves
— Councillor, Ward 1
Mario Buszynski — Councillor, Ward 2

Our Artists:

Marilyn Campbell, Cheryl Andrews, Willy Shenk and
Carl Backman
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ELECTING OUR EXECUTIVE
OLRA’s Board of Directors consists of nine members,
each serving a three-year term. We currently have no
vacant positions, a situation which we are happy to have
achieved.
However, we would love to know if you are interested in
joining our executive in the future. If you are, please
contact the nominating committee or inform the executive
before the end of February of 2017. New board
members are typically elected at the Annual General
Meeting. OLRA’s next AGM will be Sunday May 22,
2016.
Nominating Committee
Sonja Cigler
705-378-2893
info@otterlakemarina.info
Art Coles
416-428-1990 or
705-378-0434
art.coles@investorsgroup.com
Todd Backman
416-882-6933
todd.backman@bell.net

From The President
By: Art Coles

Another winter is almost over and as I write this, the snow
is melting rapidly everywhere. But for those of you who
do not live on Otter Lake on a year round basis, there is
still plenty of snow and the lake is still frozen as of March
15th. I am looking forward to another amazing spring
and summer on the lake even with the black flies and
mosquitoes.
Photo by: Mona Houston
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More from the President ...
This year’s AGM will again be held at the Foley
Community Centre on May 22nd and will be combined
with an Art Show featuring a few of the artists who live
on our lake. We hope that more of you will attend our
AGM and take advantage of the opportunity to view
some of the exceptional work of our local artists. Their
part of the day will run from 9:00am until approximately
3:00pm breaking for our AGM at 10:00am.
In our fall newsletter we mentioned three letters that
we had sent to Seguin Council:
1) A letter against proposed change to the Official
Plan that would allow for a lot, on Oastler Lake, to
be severed and would consequently increase the
recreational aspect of the lake which is already
well beyond capacity. Seguin Township (Seguin)
agreed with OLRA’s position but the property
owners in question have appealed to the Ontario
Municipal Board (OMB). The hearing has been set
for this summer on Wednesday July 13th at 10:00
am at Seguin Council Chambers (this may be
subject to change). OLRA is concerned that if this
is approved it sets a dangerous precedent for the
rest of the lakes in Sequin that are also beyond
their recreational capacity as Otter Lake is.
2) The second was a letter to Seguin Council against
the Otter Lake Marina neighbours building a chain
link fence close to the water. In this case Seguin
agreed with the neighbour who wanted to build the
fence. The marina appealed the decision to the
OMB and a hearing was held at which the OMB
ruled in favor of the allowing the fence.
3) The third letter was sent to Seguin Council to
object to allowing hunting on Sunday’s during the
normal hunting season in the area. Many of us
have been concerned about the current disregard
to the laws concerning hunting and would be very
disappointed to see hunting expanded to seven
days a week, especially since on the weekends
this area is always more heavily populated. OLRA
will update its members when a response is
received to our opposition to allowing hunting on
Sunday’s.
There is some new information regarding the
involvement of the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry (MNR&F) in the building of waterfront
structures i.e. boat houses and docks. OLRA is
attempting to get clarification on this matter and what it
means for each of us as property owners. OLRA will
try and provide more information on this matter as
soon as it is available.
As the good weather rapidly approaches we all
anticipate getting out our boats, canoes, and personal
water craft, etc. and enjoying our usual summer
activities. I urge each of you to use caution on the
water and follow all the safety rules. Watch for and
stay clear of loons and other water fowl and wildlife.
This is their home as well.

More from the President ...
This year OLRA is considering, in cooperation with
Seguin, introducing additional water testing along with
the program already in place. OLRA wants to ensure
that the water we all enjoy is safe for the many uses that
it provides for us.
If at anytime you have questions or concerns please do
not hesitate to drop us a note at info@olra.ca and have
a safe and happy summer.

Loon News
By: Kerry Mueller

Photo by:
Sue Vitch

Our loon chicks left Otter Lake especially late in 2015.
December 22nd I saw two loons swimming off Sentinel
Island in the still open water. Otter Lake stayed open
unusually long last winter until early January.
Adult loons migrate in the early fall leaving their chicks
behind to continue to grow and build strength in order to
follow their parents later on the long migration to the
oceans. We only had two chicks survive last summer on
Otter and Little Otter, so the two loons off Sentinal Island
in December were quite possibly those young ones.
We’ll hope they made it safely to their winter homes.
Since loons spend
almost all their time
in the water, they
migrate back to the
lakes where they
were hatched as
soon the water
become open, not
according to
changes in light
which most birds
use to time their
migration.
Photo by: Steve Houston

Spring seems to be coming early in 2016 so this should
be a year of early loon arrivals. Please do let us know of
your first sightings.
In the last four years we’ve had loon chicks hatch as
early as mid-June and as late as mid-July on Otter and
Little Otter Lakes. This year we are hoping that a third
loon pair that has previously been seen in on the lake will
also return and successfully nest. Fingers are crossed!
Please continue to report loon activity via:
kerryemueller@gmail.com 519-463-5454
Thanks for being Loon Alert as we all share the lake!
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What has OLRA meant to you and what
should OLRA focus on in the future?
Back in 1962, OLRA started as the Otter Lake Cottagers'
Association. Yes, we are now 54 years old! The Otter
Lake Cottagers’ Association was incorporated in October
of 1965 and the name was changed to the present name
of the Otter Lake Ratepayers Association.
OLRA established the following objectives:
1. To work for the betterment and welfare of Otter Lake
and its ratepayers;
2. To promote the cultural and social interests of the
seasonal and permanent residents and ratepayers on
Otter Lake in the Township of Foley;
3. To promote the interests of, and advance plans for,
the advantage of seasonal and permanent residents
and ratepayers on Otter Lake;
4. To promote aquatic, social and other activities for the
benefit of all residents of all ratepayers on Otter Lake
and vicinity;
5. To study and report on all municipal and provincial
government plans affecting the residents or uses of
land on Otter Lake and vicinity, and to make representative to the various levels of government with
respect to all such matters; and
6. To inform, advise and educate all residents and ratepayers and to actively assist government agencies in
all matters which would protect and improve the
ecology of Otter Lake.
A lot has changed since 1962, before cell phones,
cordless drills, microwave ovens and Salmon Lake
Road:










In 1962 a can of Coke did not exist. Coke was still
sold in 6oz bottles1.
In 1962 Mashed Potato Time, The Twist and Breakin’
Up Is Hard to Do2 were topping the music charts.
In 1962, the price of a stamp was $0.05.3 Now it is
$1.00/stamp.
In 1962 the average gas mileage in Canada was 9.8
miles/gallon4 (29 litres/100km) of leaded gas. Today
we can get at least triple that mileage and our gas is
lead free.
In 1962 the largest outboard motor on Otter Lake
was about 60 hp5. Today it is about 250hp for outboards and 300 plus hp for inboard boat motors.
In 1962 Lydon B. Johnson had not yet signed the
Clean Air Act6. Now climate change is upon us.
In 1965, OLRA’s membership fee was $2.00. Now it
is $30.007.
In the early 60’s the number of dwellings on Otter
Lake was about 508. Now it is around 4259 cottages
and/or homes and OLRA’s membership has climbed
to around 200 families.

Now that OLRA is a young 54, the OLRA Board of Directors have established a subcommittee to review the
OLRA objectives and gather input from members on what
OLRA has meant to you and what OLRA should focus on
in the future.
The subcommittee members are:
Todd Backman
Tony Buszynski
Daryle Moffatt
Kerry Mueller
We encourage all our members and non-members, no
matter how young or old, to provide feedback on what
you would like to see OLRA focus on for the next 5, 10,
15, etc. years. You can send an email to:
info@olra.com, speak to one of the Board members or at
the upcoming AGM, we will open the floor for input.
Please help us to build on OLRA’s last 54 years of good
work to take OLRA forward into the future.
__________________
Sources:
1
Baby Boomer Head Quarters.com
2
Top 100 Songs of the Year
3
Library and Archives Canada
4
Statistics Canada—Canada Year Book 1962
5
Tony and Mario Buszynski
6
American Presidency Project—Lydon B. Johnson
7
OLRA Meeting Minutes Sept. 5, 1965
8
Mario Buszynski
9
West Parry Sound Geography Network
(Hint: To access the above links to our sources of information put your mouse over the link until you see the
mouse pointer turn into a hand. Then click on the link to
open it. Have fun reminiscing!)

Photo taken on Otter Lake by: unknown
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Henvey Inset Transmission Line Update
By: Daryle Moffatt
OLRA reached out to Nigig Power Corporation and was
informed that "Henvey Inlet Wind continues consultation
with Hydro One Networks Inc. and Seguin with respect to
the location of the switching station. At this time, the preferred location for the switching station is the parcel of
land owned by Seguin just east of the point of interconnection south of Garden Road." OLRA has communicated to both Seguin and Henvey Inlet that it should look for
another location as opposed to Henvey Inlet's preferred
location.

Rose Point Recreational Trail Is Part of a
Fabulous Bike Loop
Last Fall Elizabeth West sent the following thank you
email to Mayor Bruce Gibbon and several others instrumental in developing the Rose Point trail.
“Thank you to Seguin Township, Hall Construction, OFSC,
Park to Park, the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve, The
Rotary Club, The Rose Point Trail Committee and any other
group I may be neglecting to mention - we have a fabulous
bike loop!
Amazing that today is November 9th and it was warm
enough to enjoy a bike ride from Rosepoint to Parry Sound,
along Bowes Street, Oastler Park Drive, James Bay Junction
Rd. and a return home on our very scenic Rose Point Trail!
I trust this will become a very popular bike loop with Sequin
and Town of Parry Sound residents as well as visitors.
Very grateful!
Elizabeth West”
The Rose Point Recreational Trail is 6km; the loop is close
to 12km. Check out the great photos Elizabeth took !
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The Slow Come Back of Lake Trout in Otter
Lake
By: Kerry Mueller

Otter Lake has the distinguished status of being a Lake
Trout lake and as such is being managed by the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNR&F) to protect
the existing moderate to low population of Lake Trout.
Stocking of Lake Trout in Otter Lake was done in the
1950’s until discontinued in 1998 to eliminate the negative impact of the stocking on the fish native to the lake.
Lake Trout need deep cold waters to thrive. Otter Lake
has an average depth of only 11M with some pockets of
deeper waters suited to Lake Trout which are up to a
maximum of 45M in depth.
Stephen Scholten, Management Biologist, MNR&F,
Bracebridge, shared the “Results of a Summer Profunsal Index Netting (SPIN) Survey Conducted on Otter
Lake in 2013”. According to this latest report, in the 15
years between 1998-2013 the population of naturally
spawned Lake Trout in Otter Lake seems to have risen
from being a small proportion to about half. The other
half of the population caught in the survey were still from
stocked fish. In 2001, an initiative lead by Mario
Buszynski and completed by volunteers, created/
rehabilitated 6 spawning beds in Otter Lake to assist
Lake Trout spawning.

10 Benefits of Being an OLRA
Member
By: Art Coles
1)

Receiving OLRA’s two annual newsletters, one in the
fall and one in the spring
2) Participating in OLRA’s annual BBQ
3) Participating in OLRA’s annual photo competition
4) Through the OLRA executive you have a voice on matters effecting you, your property and the lake at Seguin
council and the province.
5) Through OLRA’s membership in the Federation of Ontario Cottagers Association (FOCA) you have access to
all of the research and programs that they offer including discounted insurance programs (see FOCA benefits
on pg 7)
6) You will be made aware of and be able to participate in
activities conducted by the Georgian Bay Biosphere
Reserve as well as receive their information updates
7) Participating in OLRA’s Lake Stewardship program
8) Voicing your concerns and having your say at OLRA’s
Annual General Meeting
9) Being part of a dedicated group of individuals whose
interests are in protecting all of the natural attributes of
this lake and ensuring that our property values are
maintained
10) OLRA provides a local resource of information that you
have access to i.e. local services and or contractors to
assist you in maintaining your property

The main contaminate in the Lake Trout tested by
MNR&F in 2013 was a high level of mercury from naturally occurring sources.
According to Stephen the biggest threats to the Lake
Trout population in Otter Lake are:


Fishing



Lack of oxygen due to potential algae overgrowth



Invasive species (often introduced through unwashed boats coming from other lakes and dumping
of bait buckets in the lake rather than on shore)

Extensive fishing of Lake Trout in many of Canada’s
large lakes has caused populations to almost disappear.
According to the MNR&F SPIN 2013 report, here are the
Lake Trout fishing regulations for Otter Lake.


Open Season is from the 3rd Sat. in May-Sept. 30th.
(Hence ice fishing for Lake Trout is banned)



Protected slot size is 40-55cm total length (Lake
Trout in this size are to be released)
Please help educate your fishing friends with this information so that we can help protect our Lake Trout for
generations to come.

Photo by: William Chepesiuk
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Photograph Competition 2016

Photograph Competition 2016 cont’d

The fall issue of the OLRA Newsletter indicated that
there will be a few changes for the 2016 Photography
Contest. Please take note of these changes below
(Children’s Categories and the Grand Prize winner) and
get started taking those great pictures!

Judging and Prizes:
Registered members of OLRA will vote on the displayed
photographs at the August 13th 2016 BBQ. Members
will have one vote in each Adult category and one vote
for the Children category. Members will also have one
vote for their favourite photograph regardless of age or
category and this photograph will be judged as the
Grand Prize Winner.

By: Sharon Link

The contest is now open and submissions close July 29,
2016.
Eligibilty:
The contest is open to ALL amateur photographers who
live or visit Otter Lake. Contest winners will be determined by popular vote of OLRA members who attend the
OLRA annual BBQ on August 13, 2016 at Grand
Tappattoo Resort.
Contest Rules:
There are two age groups of photographers, Children (15
years of age and younger) and Adult (16 years and older).
Adult:
There are three photographic categories: Scenery, Wildlife and People. An adult may enter a maximum of 1 photograph for each category.
Children:
There are no photographic categories for children. Children may submit a maximum of 3 photographs of their
choice.

Adults are awarded 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in each category and Children are awarded 1st, 2nd and 3rd place from
all entries received. Prizes are gift cards in amounts of
$25, $15, and $10. The grand prize is $25
The Small Print:
All photographs must be taken by the individual submitting them, must be original and previously unpublished,
including prior publication in the OLRA newsletter and/
or website.
It is required and assumed for all entries that permission
is granted to publish names and photographs on the
OLRA website and OLRA newsletter.
OLRA is not responsible for the safe keeping or protection of photos entered in the contest. Photos will not be
returned.
We look forward to seeing all the great photos this year!

Photo Format:
All photos must be in digital format and their quality of
resolution should not exceed a file size of 3MB. Photos
which are of less resolution are acceptable but may not
compare well against other photographs. Photos that
exceed 3MB will arbitrarily have their resolution reduced
to 3MB. If you prefer to control how a higher resolution
photo will look when its resolution is reduced, please do
the reduction yourself before submitting.
Submission and Deadline:
Send each photo entry via e-mai as a separate file attachment to sharonr.link@gmail.com State in the e-mail
the name of the photographer, mailing address, telephone number, the age group of the photographer, i.e.
Adult or Child and the category of the photo if it’s an
Adult submission. The last day that entries will be accepted is July 29, 2016.

Photo by: Susan MacLean
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Report From the Mayor of Seguin — Bruce
Gibbon
Ice Watch Report
Ice In:
Ice Out:

January 5, 2016
????, 2016

Ice Watch is a volunteer monitoring program coordinated
by Environment Canada to track the freeze and thaw
dates for northern lakes to identify changes that may be
happening in the natural environment. The observation
point is over the deep basin at the north end of the lake,
the same general area where the water quality monitoring is done.

Report From Mayor Bruce Gibbon cont’d
The primary targeted inspection area for 2016 will be
the Horseshoe and Virtue Lake areas in response to the
algae bloom on Horseshoe Lake last August.

Seguin Taxes 2015

The ice is still solidly in place as of March 14th. Recent
above average temperatures indicate the possibility of an
early ice out date this season.
.

The 2015 budget has been a particular challenge due to
significantly increased OPP costs, The 2015 OPP increases alone are equivalent to a 2% tax increase.
Staff, the Finance Committee and Council have worked
diligently to minimize any tax increases.
A draft budget was approved in principle in February
and will be finalized in May once all external levies are
known.
Subject to final approval, here is what Seguin ratepayers can expect for 2015:

OPP Billing Update



OPP policing costs for Seguin are scheduled to double
over the period 2015 to 2018. Consequently Seguin, in
conjunction with neighboring townships, have completed
an in depth study and evaluation of the feasibility of establishing a municipal police force as an alternative to
OPP policing. That evaluation is now complete and a
decision was made at the February 1st Council meeting
to continue to use OPP Policing services. The underlying
reasons can be summarized as follows:
1) Targeted levels of savings for a municipal force were
only achieved on the basis of a multiple municipality
force.
2) In the end, potential partner municipalities elected
not to participate for a variety of reasons.
3) The level of savings projected were deemed to be
inadequate considering the potential for increased
township liability and the position taken by the province concerning possible cost recovery charges for
specialized OPP services that could be required by a
municipal force.

Enhanced Septic Re-Inspection Program
Council has moved to expand the Seguin Septic Inspection program as an enhanced lake front environmental
initiative. Previously this program shared inspection resources with the Seguin Lake Water Quality program. It
will now have two dedicated student inspectors, which
will allow us to more than double the number of annual re
-inspections. The students will also work with property
owners to provide information and increase awareness
about the operation and maintenance of their sewage
disposal systems.



A Municipal portion rate increase of 0.33%, which
when applied to the increased 2015 assessment will
generate 2.5% more tax revenue.
An Education rate reduction of 4%.

Overall, the net result for the average residential tax
bill will be an increase of 0.9%.

Councillor Report from Ward 1, Seguin
By: Dale Graves
I now have my first year of council in and have enjoyed
the opportunity to meet many of the residents and rate
payers in Ward 1 and hope to meet many more in the
upcoming year.
It is great to see that Otter Lake Road has now been
hard topped.
After the algae bloom which occurred in Horseshoe
Lake this past summer together with Georgian Bay Biosphere and the Township the beach area has been revitalized with the planting of trees and shrubs in hopes of
helping with the run off. Still some planting of milk weed
is to be done this spring.
Speed reductions have been put in place on some of
the Township roads including the Horseshoe Lake Road
for the safety of pedestrians.
Again for 2016 there will be bulk waste days for the
Brooks Road waste site. The dates will be posted on
the Township website.
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Councillor Report from Ward 2, Seguin
By: Mario Buszynski
It has been a strange winter this year with huge temperature fluctuations and up until recently only a little snow.
Township staff are doing a good job at running Seguin and
looking for ways to make efficiencies. One of the promises
that I made prior to being acclaimed as your Ward Councilor was to keep taxes as low as possible. We are still absorbing the phased-in costs of downloading OPP services
onto the Township and other levies (District Social Services, Belvedere, EMS) are going up, however, we were
able to absorb a similar cost last year and still have a good
surplus at the end of the year so I have asked our Finance
Department to reduce their initial estimate for a tax increase. We should know the implications prior to the final
budget being released but I am confident that taxes will not
have to go up significantly this year.
The application by Mr. Johnston to sever his property on
Oastler Lake goes to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB)
on Wednesday July 13, 2016 at 10:00 a.m. in the Seguin
Council Chambers. This severance would represent an
attack on the Township’s Recreational Carrying Capacity
(RCC) policy in the Official Plan and should it go through
there could be more such severances proposed on those
lakes that are limited by RCC. The background is posted
on the Township’s web site. I led the charge to have the
application turned down as it represents poor planning in
my opinion. The Seguin Planning Department supported
the application, which makes it more difficult to fight at the
OMB. We are looking for your support as Parties to the
Hearing as we have to show the OMB that the lake communities are in strong support of upholding the RCC policies. It is not necessary to have a lawyer to be a party at
the hearing, as Thor Eklund of Rankin Lake knows well.
They were able to assist in the defeat of an application on
Rankin Lake that in part tested the RCC.

Councillor Report from Ward 2, cont’d
These cameras will actually be able to read license
plates. If you feel strongly one way or another on the
subject, please contact the Township Clerk.
A few of the other projects that have recently been undertaken include:


Undertaking an update of the Township water quality model, which has resulted in two lakes (not in
Ward Two) being listed as having some development capacity;
 Implementing year 8 of the water quality monitoring
program and the 14th year of the septic reinspection program (135 properties inspected);
 Continue to support the Parry Sound Area municipal
airport as an economic development hub;
 Review of having a municipal police force to replace
the OPP has shown that this is uneconomic;
 Rose Point and Otter Lake road reconstruction has
been completed;
 Numerous improvements to municipal buildings in
terms of energy efficiencies.
A sad note, Councillor Doug Sainsbury passed away in
the first week of February. He was a long time member
of Council and a strong supporter of the airport. A byelection is being run in his ward at the present time to
elect a successor

There is a proposal to develop a loop at the Rose Point
Road end of the Rose Point trail. This proposal is being
jointly proposed by the Parry Sound Rotary Club and Seguin Township. For those of you that like hiking this would
provide a nice loop using the roadbed of the Carrington
Colonization Road which is now a trail.
In-water structures – a notice appeared on the Seguin website concerning the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry requiring a land use permit for any new in-water
structures (docks and boathouses) or repairs to existing
ones. I am going to research this a little better and hopefully will have more information for you at your Annual General Meeting. In-water structures are already taxed by the
municipality through a MPAC assessment so I am not in
favour of double taxation.
Seguin Township is considering the replacement of the
poor quality cameras at the Brooks Road transfer station to
curb the abuse by contractors from outside of Seguin.

Photo by: Cathy Morisson
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Making the Muskoka
Lakes safer and quieter to ensure the sustainable enjoyment of a treasured shared resource.
Here is the Boater’s Code from Safe Quiet Lakes (SQL) a boaters organization focused on:
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Boating Rules and Regulations
By: Daryle Moffatt

Boating Rules and Regulations cont’d

With spring on the horizon, OLRA thought it would be good
to remind cottagers about important boating rules and regulations:
1) All operators of powered watercraft used for recreational purposes within Canada require the card as of September 15 2009.
As of September 15, 2009 all boaters are required to
have the Pleasure Craft Operator Card (Card) in order
to operate a powered watercraft. There is no grandfather clause or age exemption – this law applies to all
boaters. Powered watercraft includes watercraft fitted
with any size motor — even an electric trolling motor.
2) The fine for not having the Card or proof of competency on board is $250 (not including administrative charges).
3)








Some of the common boating offences are:
Not having enough approved lifejackets on board.
Careless operation.
Speeding.
Allowing someone under age to operate a boat.
Operating a boat if you are under age.
Operating a boat without a working muffle in good condition.
Towing someone without a spotter.

4) Boating while impaired is an offence under the Criminal
Code of Canada.
Operators with more than eighty (80) milligrams of alcohol
per One Hundred (100) millilitres of blood are liable to the
following fines:
1st offence: at least One Thousand ($1,000) fine
2nd offence: at least Thirty (30) days of imprisonment
3rd offence: at least One Hundred Twenty (120) days of
imprisonment
The maximum sentence may vary depending on provincial
statutes.
In most provinces Alcohol may be consumed on board the
pleasure craft only if it meets all of the following conditions:
 The vessel has permanent sleeping facilities
 The vessel has permanent cooking facilities
 The vessel has a permanent toilet
 The vessel is anchored or secured alongside a dock
Check with the appropriate provincial authorities, i.e. OPP
for Ontario for carriage restrictions.
5) If you have an auxiliary engine fitted to your sailboat,
then you need the Card. This applies even while you
are under sail.

Photo by: Alison Haig

6) Non-residents only need to obtain a Card if they are
operating their powered boat in Canadian waters for
more than 45 consecutive days or if the boat they
are operating is registered or licensed in Canada
(this includes rented boats). Boater Education
Cards or equivalent certifications are recognized in
Canada. Proper identification should be kept on
board at all times to provide proof of residency.
7) The table summarizes how horsepower restrictions
apply:

Age

Power restrictions

Under 12 years of age, and
not directly supervised

Can operate vessels with
under 10 hp

Between 12 years and under
16 years of age, and not directly supervised

Can operate vessels with
under 40 hp

Under 16 years of age

Not allowed to operate a
Personal Water Craft
(PWC)

16 years of age and over

No power restrictions
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Boating Rules and Regulations cont’d

Why Does My Boat Make A Larger Wake
When I Slow Down?
By: Cpt. D. Whitman
The sign says 10 km/hr and no wake but when I slow
down my boat makes a larger wake.
What the sign really says is the maximum speed is 10
km/hr but that you should travel at a speed that creates
no wake.
In most cases the no wake rule exists anywhere you are
operating within 30 metres (or 90 feet) of shore. The
operator of a boat is responsible for any damage
caused by the wake of their boat. The no wake speed of
most of our boats is very near the idle speed.

Photo by: Lori DellaBianca

8) Currently, a Card is not required in order to operate
a rented watercraft. Instead, it is sufficient for a renter to complete a rental safety checklist. Take note
however that some companies have made it their
corporate policy to require renters to have their
Card.
9) When boating in Ontario please observe the unposted speed limit of 10km/h (6 mph) within 30 meters
(100 ft) from shore. This limit applies on all waters
within these provinces except where other limits are
posted. These provisions do not apply in rivers less
than 100 meters (300 ft) in width, canals and
buoyed channels nor in the case of waterskiing,
where the tow boat launches and drops off skiers by
heading directly away from or into the shore.
Thank you for boating safely and considerately so we all
can enjoy the lake.

Photo by: Larry Strilchuk

The reason for this is the physics of hull design. I will
keep this simple and leave out the mathematics. Most of
our boats are designed with a hull which planes, runs on
the waters surface at speed. However, when we start to
slow down our boat changes to a displacement hull. The
maximum speed of a displacement hull is determined by
a formula the includes the water line length of the hull
and as previously noted is very near idle speed. When
you add power at low speed you raise the bow and
drive the stern of the boat deeper in the water. This decreases the waterline length of the boat and actually
decreases speed while increasing the wake and using
more fuel. There is much more to this if we were to discuss power and displacement hulls, but I said I'd keep it
simple.
So please slow right down when operating near shore
or in confined channels, such as the narrows, and control your wake so that everyone can enjoy the water. Be
recognized as a considerate boater.

Photo by: Kaitlyn LeNormand
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Bark Disease article sent separately. It will also be
uploaded onto the OLRA website.
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Parry Sound Nature Club—Some of Their Up Coming 2016 Events


7pm Wed. Apr 20th—Was That a Wolf? Speaker Rick Stronks, Head Naturalist at Algonquin Park



1pm Thurs. May 5th—Rattlesnake Roundup members only nature hike in Killbear Park with Kenton



7pm Wed. May 18th—Bears – Both Black and White with Dr. Martyn Obbard, MNR&F Scientist



8am Sat May 28th—Spring Bird Hike Location TBD, contact Rick Snider 705-378-2233 for more info

 7pm Wed June 15th—Magical Madagascar speakers Fran and Geg Stewart
For more information go here o download the pdf with full descriptions of these upcoming events and more.
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Funding Available to Landowners
Funding opportunities are available to residents in the Georgian Bay region, west of the HWY 400/69 corridor, for stewardship projects which improve water quality and environmental health. These grants are available through the Lake Simcoe Eastern Georgian
Bay Community Stewardship Program, delivered locally by the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve.
Through the Community Stewardship Program, grants, education and technical support are available for projects that address water
quality and aquatic habitat, such as shoreline erosion control, replacing failed septic systems, and planting native species.
To apply, residents must first register and attend a free Stewardship Workshop. Participating landowners then develop an action
plan, host a site visit, and submit an application form, permits, and financial documents. Grants are issued after receipt of all eligible
paid invoices and upon project completion.
To register for a Stewardship Workshop or find more info visit gbbr.ca/communitystewardship. Contact Delaina Arnold, at
education@gbbr.ca or 705.774.0978 for direct inquires. The Community Stewardship Program is made possible through the
Environment Canada Lake Simcoe South Eastern Georgian Bay Clean Up Fund.
See the exerpt below of the Community Stewardship Funding chart. For the full funding chart click here.

- excerpt only
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Photo by: Marilyn Campbell taken on March 28, 2016 of migrating Trumpeter Swans, 144 and E34, in the Boyne River
just past the dam on Little Otter. Marilyn and Allan Campbell reported swan 144’s yellow tag number to trumpeterswan@live.com Volunteers confirmed that this mated pair over-winter in LaSalle Park in Burlington and have nested in the Temiskaming area. In 2012 they returned with one cygnet, L95, which was seen this winter in Irving PA.
If you are lucky enough to see a Trumpeter Swan in the wild, please help this restoration program by reporting its tag
#. Trumpeter Swans sometimes do land on Otter Lake during migration. They can also be seen at Wye Marsh all year
round but the best viewing time is winter.
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Saturday August 13th 2016, 5:00 PM—8:00 PM
(Rain or Shine. Food service will begin by 5:30pm)

BBQ Rib-fest tickets will be $10 each in advance for
OLRA members (a discount of $5) until July 31st, 2016
(for adults & children)
OLRA Members (and Non-members) tickets are $15
each after July 31st so get your tickets early!

Everyone welcome!
RSVP for tickets to info@olra.ca
Buy them at the AGM May 22nd
Or contact Art Coles at 705-378-0434
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